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INTRODUCTION 

The total eclipse of the sun which occurred on June 20, 1955 was one of exceptionally long dmation and had long 
been looked forward to w~th  great interest by astronomers all over the world. The track of totality passed over Ceylon, 
Andaman Islands, Burma, Thailand, Indo-China and the Philippines. Fl om a general consideratlon of the climatic features 
of the regions along the path of totdity it seemed that the so-called "dry zone" of Ceylon offered the, most favourable 
weather conditions for observing the eclipse. This view was evidently shared also by many other nations, for there were in 
Ceylon expeditions from Britain, U.S.A., Germany, France, Switzerland, Holland and Japan To the Kodaikanal obser- 
vers, Ceylon, which is very near, offered special advantages in as much as they could attempt a fairly long programme 
of eclipse studies at a relatively low cost. Construction of instruments and other preparations for observing the eclipse were 
commenced several months in advance in the expectation that our government would approve of the venture. We are thank- 
f d  to Mr. S. Basu, Director-General of Observatories for encouragement and for obtaining Governmmt's sanctlon of the 
funds required to finance the expedition. 

The proximity of Ceylon alfio made it easy to make a prelminary exploratory wsit to fix up a suitable site and to arrange 
for other essential facilities for the eclipse party so that much tcme and labour could be saved later in the actual establ~sh- 
ment of the camp With this object in view I waited Ceylon in April 1955 and had general discussions with our High Commls- 
sioner in Ceylon and with some members of his staff regarding the saentific requirements whch the observation site to be 
selected must satisfy, and also about the facilities that we would rcquire for the transportation and installation of our e uip- 1 ment. I also met Prof. A. W. Mdlvaghanam of the Ceylon University with whom I had already been in coirespon ence 
for sometime in connection with the arrangements for our expedition. I am grateful to him for much useful local 
informahon. 

I visited a number of possible observation sites in the neighbourhood of Polonnaruwa and Hingurakgoda in the rain- 
shadow belt of eastern Ceylon over which the track of totality passed. From these exploratory visits it seemed to me that 
the Hingurakgoda aerodrome offered the 1)cst Facilities both for observations and residential accommodation. Two ob~er- 
vlng parties one from Britain and another from Germany (whom the Ceylonese scientists were assisting) had alresdv estab- 
llahed themgelves at Hingurakgodn aerodrome. I contacted Dr. Spencer Hntcll, Director of the UNESCO Fundamental 
Education Project in Ceylon who had his hostels very ncar the aelodrorne and whom I had known for many years. He 
luridly agreed to place at our disposal seven moms of the Women's Hostel nf the Education Pro~cct. Five of these rooms 
were reserved for our party and the other two were earmarked for the team from the U.P. Astronomic~l Observatory who 
had requested us to help them with accommodation for their arty. I also made prov~sionnl arrangements with the Mana- 
ger of the Rest House at Hngurakgoda about the supply of ? ood to our team. Before returning to Kodaikanal I met the 
Dy. Surveyor-General and atso the Chief Engineer, Electrical Undertahngs, Ceylon at Colombo in order to ascertain whe- 
ther tenta could be borrowed and also whether it would be possil~lc to have q-hour electric supply for our observation purpo- 
ses. (The hours durmg which electric supply normally available in the Hingurakgoda a e a  are from 1600 hrs. to rmdnight.) 
The Surveyor-General agreed that tents could be borrowed it we applied for them immediately. Accordingly I re ucsted 4 our H~gh  Commission to put in an application on our behalf. However, later it was found that tents suitable or our 
purpose could be bmowed more easily from the Ceylon Army; our High Commission finally ol~ldined the tents from the 
Army. As regards electricity, the Chief Enpncer prmn~gcd to look into the matter. I was also advised that the most econo- 
mcal modeof transport of our scientific equipment would be to book it by railway from Talaimmnnr right up to Polonna- 
ruwa and to take the help of the lorries of the Irrigation Department, Ceylon, stationed at Polonnaruwa to carry it to our 
observa~on site at H~ngurakgoda aerodrome about 15 mils away. 

After f o h a l  Government sanction for the expehtion was received, an advance party consluting of myself, Mr. P. 
Ma dhavan Nayar, Professional Assistant, Mr. P. V. Sanhr Narayan, Scientific Assistant and Mr. L. Peter, Chid Mechanic, 
left Kodaikanal on the afiernoon of I 7-5-1955 with nearly five tons of equipment I t  was arranged to have a separate van, 
attached to the tram by which the party travelled from Kod~kanal Road Rly. Station to Dhanushkodi, to camy all the 
equipment packed m about 70 cases. Thc party reached Dhan~hkodi in the afternoon of 18 May 1955. We loft Dhanush- 
kodi immcdlately by the Ferry and reached Ta1a.imannar about 8 p.m. A representatwe of our High Commission met US 
at Talaimamar and rendered us all possible assistance in the booking of our equipment. The equip- was put in a separate 
van and attached to the train by which we left for filonnaruwa. We reached Polonnaruwa at about 9 a.m. on May 
19. The lorria ofthe Irrigation Department helped to transport the equipment from Polonuaruw~t to Hinprakgoda; 
thus the advance party reached &qprakgoda in the evening with all equipment intact, 
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Our original plan was to have our observation site in the grounds of Hingurakgoda aerodrome which is a short dis- 
tance away from the hostel where we were to camp On teaching the place, however, we found it more conve~ierlt to 
have the lnstrurnents installed in the courtyard at the back of the hostel, where we could have better facilities in regard 
to electric supply than at the aerodrome. Dr. Hatch who had already placed at our disposal the Women's Hostel readily 
agreed to our request to have the adjohng compound also for om use. The courtyard had an adcbtional advantage in 
that it was sheltered from the strong winds whch would have been very troublesome, had we installed our instruments 
in the aerodrome. The first few days after our arrival were spent In clearing the grounds adjoimng our living quarters 
of bush and jungle and also in procuring materials for building the piers and platforms reqwred for erectmg the instry- 
ments. The grounds around the hostel were infested with poisonous snakes. One had to be always on the alert, and p m -  
cularly so in the rught when adjustments to the instruments had to be made w~th the help of the moon. Even at rmdday 
we found once a large cobra crawling across the platform of one ofL our instruments We saw dangerous snakes on several 
occasions crossing public thoroughfares in front of us. 

Our programme of observations at H~ngurakgoda durlng the eclipse was divided broadIy into four parts : 

In the course of the first two weeks all the instruments were installed in their proper places. The magnetic instruments 
were housed in three separate tents, borrowed from the Ceylon Army, wlth sufficient spacing so as to avoid interacbo~ 
b e e n  the magnet systems; the optical instruments were installed m the open with a suitable pl%tlc cover for each 
instrument to protect it from the weather; the receivers of ionospheric and radro-astronomical instruments were housed 
in the hostel rooms. 

The second party of three members consisting of Dr. T. M. K. Nedungah, Assistant Director, Mr. B. N. Bhargava, 
Meteorobgst and Mr. C K. Ananthasubrahmanyam, Profess~onal Assistant, reached the echpse camp on 14 June I 955. 
Besides the seven members conshtuting the official party, four more persons wlth scienbfic training, vzz Mr. B. G. Narayan, 
Retired Mete~rolo~lst, Dr. W. F. Kibble, Professor of Mathematla, Chnshan College, Madras, Professor K. R. Gunjikar, 
Retired Professor of Mathematics, Bombay and Dr. R. Ananthakrishnan, Director, Regronal Meteorological Centre, 
Nagpur, came to Ceylon at their own expense a few days before the eclipse day and assisted the officlal party in their 
observational programme. 

The observations planned, the instmments used and the persons in charge of each instrument during the eclipse 
are indicated below :- 

I. Optical. 

(a) Photographic photometry of the flash spectrum at different heights in the chromosphere using an autocolli- 
mating spectrograph with three-pnsm dis ersion and 6 feet focal length, capable of rotation around its axis. Ths  was 
arranged for photographing 12 spectra at ifferent stages of the 'flash' at the second and third cohtacts on I 2' x I" plates 
covmlng the spectral range from K to a little beyond D. A two-pen tape chronograph of which one pen was coupled 
with a seconds pendulum was attached to the spectrograph in such a way that the other pen of the chronograph would 
be actuated by the opening and shuttmg of the spectrograph shutter and would automatically record the exact time and 
duration of the different exposures. The pendulum clock was also connected mth an electric bell whch gave a short but 
clearly aud~ble ring at every seconds beat of the pendulum, so that all the observers could have a runmng check on the tunes 
of photographic exposures as well as on the durabons of the operations. 

The spectrograph was fed by a I 2" coelostat in conjunction with an I 8" parabolic reflector. 

I was in charge of dus instrument and was assisted by Mr. L. Peter. 

(6) Photographic photometry of the coronal line-emisp~on s p e c  using a low-dtspersion, two-prism spectrogaph 
of 15" focal length fed by a 12" Foucault siderostat through an image-fom~ng lens of 8" aperture and g t  feet focal length. 
This spectrograph was intended to take one spectrum of the corona during the whole period of totality covering the spec- 
tral range from h 3800 to 1 6000. 

Messrs. P. Madhavan N a ~ a r  and P. V. Sanker Narayan were in charge of flus mstzument. 

(c)  Direct photography of the corona in red light using a camera of I 0" focal length with a specially designed clr- 
cular plateholder c a q n g  12 plates (4f in x 3f in.) which could be exposed in succession by rotatmg the rear half of the 
holder throu h 30 degrees each tune. This camera was fed by a 7-inch coelostat and was also provided with, &n, B arrangement or measuring the polarisation in the corona at great distances from the sun's limb. 

Mr. B. G. Narayan and Dr. R. Ananthakrishnan were in charge of this instrument, 



(8) Direct photography of the corona in blue-violet light employing an eq~,at~rkl ly  mounted camera with & 
objective of 4" a ature (specially corrected for the bliie-violet region) and 48" focal length. Ths  itiSvumcnt was meant to 
make in all 12 b: rect photographs of the corona on 8& in x 64 in. blue-sensibve plates, 6 of which were to be taken without 
a polaroid, but with varying exposures T h e  other six photographs were to be taken with a polaroid and with varying 
exposures so as to obtan the polarisation in the corona at &Relent &stances fi-om the hmb. 

Mr. C. K. Ananthasubrahmmyam assisted by Prof. Gunjikar was in charge of this instrument. 
(a) Polarimetry of the corona with a photogr~phc polarimeter using an ol3ect-glass of 24" focal length on an equa- 

torial mount. Thia instrument was deslgned for rneasurlng the polarisa~on of the corona in green light at various &stances 
from the sun's limb. 

Dr. T.M.K. Nedungach a s s a d  by a volunteer from the UNESCO Education Centre was in charge of this mmtrument. 

All the above optical instruments were especially deslgned and constructed in the workshop and laboratories of the 
Kodaikanal Observatory. 

Dr. Kzbble was in charge 01 calling out the tune, read fkom a Chronometer, at sutable pre-deterrmned mtervals 
fiorn 5 rmnutes before totahty till the end of totality. Tlvs was a very ~mportsmt help to all the persons operating the 
optical instruments, 

11. Geomagnetic. 

These observations were planned with the view of deternlimng if the &minution in the horizontal and vertical forces, 
whch one could anticipate from the reorientation of current systems resulting from the reduced conduct~vity in the ionos- 
phere above 50 km. during the eclipse,, could actually be observed and if the maptudes of these changes were in accord 
with theore~cally deduced values. I 

The instrumentd equipment consisted of : 
I .  Two Eschenhagen Magnetograph, one for recording the horizontal force and the other for the vertical force- 

both recording photographically with a recording spcecl of 15 mm./lir. These instruments were lent to the ex- 
pedition by the Colaba and Alibag Observatories, Bombay. 

2. An Askania Maghetic Field Balance for horizontal force wth a chopper-type recorder g~ving a directly visible 
ink record. 

3. Qua* Horizontal Magnetometer (Q.H. M.) with three tubes for calibrating the 1I.F. instruments. 
4. Zero Balance Magnetometer (B.M.Z.) for calibrating the V.P. instrumen&. 

Calibration experiments were pdormed da11y for fixing independently the brrse-line values for each day's record. 

111. Ionos~hm'c. 
These observations corbisted of continuam registration of field strength of signals received from A broadcast station. 

The equpment was a c~mmunication receiver with a recording millimmete~, D.C. amplifier and associated power supply. 
The problem was to study the effects of the eclipse, and consequently of the abrupt interrupt~on of ionlsing radmtion from 
the sun, on radio propagation in the broadcmt band, Special transmissions for eclipse obsesvations from the All India 
k d ~ o  Station, T~ichinopoly, at 770 Kc/s. were recaved and registered. 
IV. Radzo-Astronomical. 

A 200 MC/S. radio-tglesca c for the  observation of radio emission &om the sun was installed at Hingurakgoda. T h e  
receiver was specially constrjuctJ at*thc Kodaikanal Observatory for this purpose and wag used in conjunction with a Ya 
type antenna with four directors and one reflector. The aerial gain was a prox~mately 12. Tlie rtgistra~on wm ma 8 e 
on an Elliot Current-recorder of range + I  mA with a chart, speed of' 3 mchesbr. The purpose of the obmvation was to re- 
gister the radio mssion h m  ctscrcte sources on the sun at a wavelength of I -5 m 

The variattons of solar flux deduced &om the recor& have been studied together with the distribution of activity on 
the disc. On the eclipse day there was a prominent sunspot group in the SW quadrant of the disc which was fairly active. 
For some trme &ex the cemmencemcnt of the eclipse ( t lm of first contact-070810 hrs. I.S.T.) there was no reduchon m 
the radio radiahon received fkom the sun. H o w ~ c r ,  a sharp decrease in the received noise was noticed 12 minutes after- 
wards when the active sunspot group was o b s c u ~ d  by the moon. Thia decrease continued till 0745 hrs. I.S.T. and the 
level remained practically coastdm, until 0830 hn. 1.S.T. when it began to recover. The recovery was ahnost complete at 
the time of the fourth contact. 

The above observations were uscd for deducing the temperatures corresponding to the flux of radio radiation at 
1 '5 m= rccelved fiom the whole dlsc of the sun, and from the region containing the spotgroup. AS U B ~ ,  these cdcdations 
were made on ths assumption that the source of radio radlabon was a black body radiating according to the ,Rayleigh- 
Jeans l aN  This gave a taptxature of I * 2  x r 06 deems K for the disc and 5 '3 x 10' dcgrees K for the spot region. Now, 



since the temperature pf the photosphere is rehably known to be of the order of 6000' K and further slnce the chornuk 
sphere must be opaque to rdat ion sf I .5 m. wavelength, it follows that the rahation recorded by our radio telescope 
must have originated in the tenuous solar corona Accordingly, our observations mean that on 1955 June 20, the general 
solar corona had a temperature of the order of I 0 2  million degrees whlle the corona above the sunspot group in the SW 
quadrant was much hotter, ~ t s  temperature belng lugher than 5 million degrees. 

Mr. B. N. Bhargava was in charge of all the magnetic, ionospheric and raclo-astronomcal instruments, whch were 
all selr-recording, and therefore only one person was necessary to keep a watch over them 

Intenslve rehearsals with all the ophcal instruments were carried out for a few days prior to the eclipse. 

Although adequate arrangements had been made for electric supply to our camp for running our ra&o instru- 
ments we took with us as standbys two petrol-dnven M G sets one of 2 05 k ~ .  and the 0th- of 400 watts capaclty wluch 
were lent to the expehtion by the Meteorologicd Office, Poona On the eclipse day the 1 - 5  KW. generator was kept 
runrung and ready to be put mto servlce a t  a moment's nohce in the event of fsulurc of the local electric supply. 

Because of cloudy skies over Hlngurakgoda during the total phase of the eclipse we were unable to carry out the 
optlcal programme outlined above The magnetic, lonospheric and ra&o-astronomical observabons were, however, success- 
fully made In order to supplement the observations planned to be made in the belt of totahty a programme of intensive 
ionosphcl ic, magnetic and solar observations were also carrled out at Icodaikanal for several days lncludmg the ecllpse 
day. All magnetic and ionospheric observations rnade at Hmgurakgoda and at Kodsukanal were pooled together; the 
results of the analysls of the data thus collected are ~ncorporated in the three sections which follow tlvs introduction 

Immediately afiar the eclipse we began paclung up ow instruments whlch took us three days. Only the rnagnekc 
instruments were kept r w n g  till the last day. The party lef-t Hlngurakgoda in the afternoon of June 24 and returned to 
Kodaikanal on the 26th of June. 

I would like to take tlvs opportunity to tllank the business commumty of Hinguakgoda, particularly the proprietors 
of Messrs. Central Trading Stores, for their cordality and for much ass~stance m setting up our camp. The Ceylon Customs 
autliorities at Talalmannar waved all official formalities and passed our scienbfic equpment as well as personal effects 
without even exarmrung them both at the tune of entry and of exit. Our special thanks are due to Dr Spencer Hatch, 
Dl1 ector of UNESCO Fundamental Education Project fosplacing at our disposal an entire hostel and its adjoimg grounds. 
We thank the Electrical Undertalungs, Ceylon, for extendng the hours of electric supply to sult our needs, the Ceylon 
Irrigation Department, Polonnaruwa, for transporbng our equipment horn Polonnaruwa to Hmgurakgoda, the Ceylon 
Army for lending us tents ancl our High Comsslon in Ceylon f o ~  pvlng us every help that we asked for in the organisa- 
ban of our eclipse camp and in the transportation of our personnel and equipment. Our thanks are also due to the Ceylon 
Railways for all the help they gave us in safely transporting our equpment and to the volunteers from the UNESCO Funda- 
mental Education Project, Hlngurakgoda, who helped us In canylng out our programme of observahom on the day of the 
eclipse. 

All the strenuous work of setting up the camp and of erecting the instruments and ensurlng their satisfactory 
functiomng fell naturally on the advance p a  ty. I am personally gratell to Maws P. Madhavan Nayar, P V. Sanker 
Narayan and L. Peter for thelr unstinted and unfading assistance under cond~tions of work often not easy or' agreeable It 1s 
also a pleasw e to acknowledge the assistance whlch the official eclipse team received from Mr. B. G. Naraym, Prof. W. F. 
Kzbble, Prof. K. R. Gunjikar and Dr. R. Ananthakrishnan who joined us as volunteers 

A K. DAS, 
D e p u ~  Dzrector G m a l  of Obsmvatorzes and 

Leaah of ths Expedition. 



SECTION I 

IONOSPHERIC F2 LAYER BEHAVIOUR DURING THE ECLIPSE OF JUNE 20,195g 

B. N. BHARGAVA 

AND 

R. V. SUBRAHMANYAN, 

ABSTRACT 

The effects of the partial solar eclipse (magnitude 0 '9 I )  of 1955 June 20, on the electronic density, height and layer 
ahape of F2 region over Kodaikanal are described. Although the iomc density of (hc F2 layer was affected perceptibly be- 
fole ground ' f ist  contact, tlie overall effect was a delayed one, the mamrnum effect on the Ionic denslty havlng been obse- 
ved 18 mts. after the rnaxlinuln phase of the ecl~pse. Recovery in ionic density was gradual and was attained a b u t  two 
h o ~  s after the end of tho ecl~pse. These effects have been examined in relation to coronal and sunspot activ~ties on the eclipse 
day. It 1s found  at F2 layer ionizlng radiation appears to origmate in a slightly enhanced form from active regrons 
associated with sunspots and possibly with active coronal reglons. 

An extraordinary phenomenon consisting in rapid upward drift of F2 layer after maxrmum phase of the eclipse 
has been described. A new stratification appeared intermediate between FI and Fz layers also soon after the mamum 
phase of the eclipse and developed into a well defined layer. This layer registered an ahoat  fourfold increase in ionic dmsity 
and eventually replaced the F2 region that exlseed bdore the eclipse. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

During seveial eclipses in the past attempe have been made to investigate he iionospheric effects resulting from a 
reducbon in or cessation of solar racbatlon. These investigations have positively confirmed the solar control of the E and 
FI regions. However, the effects on the F2 region have been found to be errahc and often controvmial. Large and irregu- 
lar variations in the Fn layer are of common occurrence and the observations on days preceding and succeeding the eclipse 
day do not provide very satisfactory control data. Wells and Shapley (1946) wrammed the eclipse effects on the F2 layer 
duing three eclipses and ~ndlcated that n form of solar control was operative. Savitt (1950) analysed the F regLon obsm- 
vatlons for the ecli se of I 947 May 20, and found good agreement between obsavationa and theory by assurmng an attach- 
ment pimess. We&' (1952) observations during the eclipse of 1951 Septmber r ,  show agreement based on recombmatin 
process for a part of the izme after whch other factors such as Ion transport take control. Agan, while Wells and Shapley 
(1946), Ledig et-d (1946) from observatmnu a t  Huancayo and Plggott (1955) firom observations at Ibadan observed consl- 
dcrable changes m the magmtude and &stribution of lonizatlon in the l ? ~  layer, Minnis ( I  955) found no significant eclipse 
effects on F2 layer ion density from hrs observations at Khartoum during the echpse of I ggn February 25. During the same 
eclipse observabons of P m s  (1952) m Italy indicated thnt instead of decreasing, the critical frequency of the 
F2 layer increased during the initial phase and then dropped to a relatively constant value between the mmum phase 
and the last contact The solar echpse of 1955 June 20, provided a good opportunity for the study of the eclipse effects on 
the F2 layer and with this view, intensive ionospheric soundings were made at Kodaikanal (Jatttude : I o0 I q'N; Longitude . 
77' 28' E) for I 5 days centred around the ecllpse day. 

2. ECLIPSE OBSERVATIONS 

The observations were made with the C.R.P.L. type C-3 Ionosphere Recorder of this observatory which was aet to 
cover the frequency range of I to 25 Mclsec. in 30 seconds and to v l r ~ l  height range of xooo h s .  h'f traces were 

hotographed on 35 mrn. film on control days and both on 35 mm. and 16 mm. films on +e eclipse day using two oscil- 
Poscopea. The circumstances of the eclipse at Kodaikanal at ground level and at several levels in the ionosphere are pven 
in table I *. 

[*Data b d l y  supplied by MI I-Iarold W. Richards of H.M. Naubcal Almanac Office, Royal Greenwich Observatory, Herstrnonceux Csrstle, 
Nr Hdfiham, Swex.] 



TABLE I.-4ircumrtanees of the ecl$se. 

Cmcumstances (hnes m I S.T.) 
Height 

Fust Wddlc of Last con- Magmtude 
contact d p e  tact 

h m h m  h m  

goo h. 

@ klm* 

Control data were obtmned &om mean values derived from observations of 14 days, seven of which were before and 
the other seven after the eclipse day. The observations were made at half-hour intervals throughout the twenty-four 
hours but during the four-hour interval centred around the eclipse, 5-rmnute observations were made. On the eclipse 
day, the observatbons were made every rmnute between 06 hrs 30 mts. and 1000 hrs. Thus about 137 ionograms were 
available for the duration of the eclipse. 

3. DISCUSSION OF ECLIPSE EFFECTS 
It will be seen &om table I that the eclipse began at 0708 hrs. I S.T., that a, at a time when the ionization of the 

F? layer normally increases rapidly. The tlme was,  therefor^, ideally suted for thc ohmahon  of any discontinu~bes in 
the slope of thf: diurnal curve due to sudden masking of the ionizing radiation. The observed critical frequencies of the 
F2 layer on echpse day and the mean critical frequency of the Fn layer for the control days have been plotted in Fig. I. 

03 011 06 118 10 12 I4 16 

H ~ U R ~  INDM STANDARD nN 
Fig.  (I).-Fn Layer &tical freqneades on eclipse day and mean control day. 

(a) Ecdzbse effects bafma frst contact.-The first discontinuty in the slope of the f a n  curve is seen at 0642 hrs., 21 m@. 
before the firat contact at 250 kms. level. The effect is of short duration, but if it was due to the eclipse, it could be either 



due to the moon obstruct- wave radiation originating some &stance away fiorn t4e solar limb or it could be due to the 
obstruction of corpuscular radiahon &om the sun. It can be seen that the nearest Imbs of the sun and of the moon were 
about I I ' apart at the tune of commencement of h s  discontinuity and the moon could be obstructing wave radiation oris- 
nally in the solar corona about ~OO,OOO kms. away from the sun's limb on the southwest quadrant. 

In order to determine the distribution of coronal activity, a hagram was constructed with the help of the data 
[intensities of the green (5303 A') line] of the coronagraph station at Clmax, Colorado, published in the F series bulletins 
of the C.R.P.L Wells and Shapley (1946) have inhcated that bright coronal repons or streamers have a lifetime up to 
several months and rotate wth approximately the same period as tlte photosphere. Waldmeier (1947) has also shown that 
coronal structure docs not undergo appreciable change in about 7 days. The positions of the active regions over the &c 
were, therefore, estimated &om available observations on the limb by taking into account the period of solar rotation. 
The state of the corona as on June 20 together with the path of the centre of the moon are shown in Fig. (I). Most of the 
coronal activity was located in NW, SW and NE quadrants. I t  is also seen that there was no markedly bright coronal 
r e o n  on the SW limb at  about 7' south hellographic latitude where the moon was nearest to the sun at the iime of &a- 
continuity. It IS, therefore, unldcely that olistruction of wave radiation &om the corona about I I' away from the sun's limb 
was responsible for the abrupt &scon~nuty. 

Fig. (a).-Coronal activfty on eclipse day and path of moon's centre, 

Again, if the obstruction of corpuscular radiation was responsible for the discontinuity, the speed of the particles 
would be about 8700 krn~.lsec., which is far in excess of the usually accepted value. There has been, so far, very llttle 
evidence of such fast corpuscular streams &om the sun. 

(6) Ionic dk& dunng th ec2tpse.-Fromcontrol day the in fig. ( I )  it is seen that the ion density begins to in- 

L c  += shortly after 05 o hrs. and continues to do so until 0930 hrs. when the mdday decrease begins. The entire duration of 9 the eclipse was, there ore, a period of normal increase in ionizat~on. The two broad minima of critical hquency in Fig, ( I )  
centred asound o p o  and 0825 hrs. respecttvely are, therefore, significant. The first one of these began at 0700 hrs., a few 
minutes before the first c~ntact  at 300 kms. level. The period of low ionic density is practically the same as the period 
d v  which the bright coronal regoris in the NW and SW quadrants were masked. It also coincides with the period 
during which a sunspot group in the SW quadrant (shown in fig 3) wad obscured by the moon. That this sunspot g r o ~ p  
was modetately active is evident fiom the fact that 25 flares, mostly oiminor importance, were recorded from I$ vicin~ty 
at McMath-Hulbert and Sacramento Peak observatories between Jbne I 3 and June 2 I. Further, the recovery in F2 ioni- 
gqtion W+ qoticqd to start qlmost synchronously with the u n c o v q  of this sunspot group between 0823 and 0839 hrs, 



There IS, therefore, sufficient evldence of enhanced solai Fadiati~n emanating from the sunspot group on the SW quadrant. 
Q SUNSPOTS 

CALCIUM FLOCC"LI 

N K PROMINENCES 

S 
Fig. (3).--The state of Suds acdvkty on the morning of aoth June 1955 as observed 3LCodaku.d. 

I t  will also be seen from fig ( I )  that the largest decrease In Fz ionization occurred 18 mts. after the rnaxunum 
obscuration of the solar disc as vlewed at 300 kms. and the decrease In Ion density from the expected normal for the day 
wag 33%. Subsequent recovery was gradual and was marked by rapid changes In the structure of the layer, vertical tran- 
sport of ~ons and appearance of a new region. 

Changes in Vzrtwl Height and a#pemancrs of an unusual s2ratzficatzon.-The period after t l ~ e  maxrrnurn phase of the eclipse 
was marked by rapid and complex changes in the structure of the Fn layer About 15 mts. after the maximum phase of the 
echpse, the F2 layer heights registered a rather abrupt upward rise. The ion-densitv started lncreaslng rapidly at  a 
height of about 300 kms. Soon after, a new stratificatton appeared intermediate between FI and FI layers. Half an hour 
after the maximum phase of the eclipse, the height and critical fkequency of the new strahfication were measured at 330 kms. 
and 4-0 Mclsec. respectively I t  developed rap~dly into a M ell defined layer and its Ionic denrity increased nearly fourfold 
in the course of two hours. Thls Increase in Ionic density was almost identical with that normally observed for the F2 region 
during early morning hours. The average rate of increase as calculated from both the mean control day curve (0605 hrs.- 
0645 hrs.) and the new strat~fication curve (0835 1~s.-0925 hrs ) was hund to be 94 ions/C.C./$ec. The development of tlus 
layer between 0835 and 094.5 hrs. has been sliown in fig. (4) where the ordinarv components of the h'f traces have been 
reproduced. 

FREQUENCY I N  N./SEC. 
p% ( t ) -Odnaq component of the h'l curve .bowing developmat of tbc n y  F rqiom, 

8 



The pre-eclipse F2 region m c ~ n t m ~ e d  to drlft vortlcally upwards and in an hour and a quarter lts virtual height 
exceeded roo0 kms., the upper limit of the recorder The layer prolmbly continued to exist at  greatel lleights. Dunng 
this pel lod the. elec.ironic density d the laycr reglster ed only a slight recovery. The 01 clinary coniponent of the h'f c w e  
for thls layet between 0830 and 0937 hrs. has been shown in fig. (5) to md~cate rapid upward drift of the layer. 

Fig. F2 layer. 

Rapid changes of almoqt similar nature have been reported by Lcdig ct a1 ( I 946) ancl Wells and Shapley ( I  946) over 
Huancayo during the partial eclipse of January 25, 1944 ancl by Estrabancl (1952) fmm observations at Bangui. The new 
stratification over Huancayo, however, appeared at great apparent heights and descended rap~dly. It hay be menhoned 
here that the stratification of P Iaycl into so-called lunar laycr and subsequent upward dr~fb are of almost regular occurrence 
over Kodaikanal as indicated by one of the present writers (1955) and thls occurrence is confined to certzun solar hours and 
M O  dlstlnct lunar times The stratification observed during the eclipse and those of lunar origin appear to have common 
features such as rapid upward drlfts with velocities In excess of 250 kmu/hr. and result m tlzlck residual F2 layer. Observa- 
tlons suggest that once the Pz laycr gets stratified, upward dr~f-is necessar~ly take place due to a common mechanism. 

The c h q e s  in virtual liclght of the ncw stratification were not so complex as the changes in ionic clensity. The 
variation of vlrtual helght of' FP lnycr including that of the new layer has been shown in fig. (6). It will be seen that 
throughout the rccove period, thc virtual liciglit of the newly formed P2 region remained subnormal wh~le the electronic 
density reglstcrcd w*fYlghcr than the normal for control days. 

700 

HOURS INDIAN STNDARD TIME. 
Fig. (6).-Virtual heights of F2 layer on eclipse day and mean control day. 

Further analysis of observations regarding effective recombinaoon charactcriatics ~n the F2 region is in pllogras. 

2-2 8.9. G. obs- KodahnaI/56 
9 
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SECTION I1 

THE EJ?FECT OF THE SOLAR ECLIPSE OF ZOTH JUNE 1955 ON THE LOWER IONOSPHERIC  LAYER^. 

S. RANGARAJAN 

J. V. NARAYANA, 

Kodazkanak 0 bsorvato~y. 

ABSTRACT 

At Kodailrslnal Observatory lugh speed soundiags of the Ionosphere were made at one-minute intclvals durlng 
the solar eclipse of 20th June I 955 The behaviour of the lower ~onosphel e compriung the F I ,  E and D layel s durlng the 
eckpse is d~scussed In t h s  paper By a detailed analysis of the var~ation of ion-density OF the E layer ihrouglzout the pro- 
gresb of the eclipse ~t is shown that solar rad~sltion responsible for the formation of thls layer is no1 chstr~butecl un~formly 
over the sun's disc The vicinity of an act~ve sunspot group atutccl on the south-west cluadrant of ihe sun was found to 
be a disclcte source of intense radiation The behaviour of the  FI ancl D layers suggests that the ion~sation in tliese layers 
also is enhanced by the intense radiation from the vicimty of the active sunspot group. 

INTRODUCTION 

The solar eclipsc of 20th June I 955 had a magnitude of over o g at Kodaikaaal wherc a I cgulx ionospheric souncIing 
stailon exists as a part of the Kodalkanal Observatory. The clrcumtances of'thc eclipsc at Kodaikanal were as fullows : 

Beginning of T ~ m e  of End or edpse. 
the cchlmc maxlmurn 1.S T Mag.ll~tuclc 

phase of t l ~ c  
ecllpsc 
(1.S T.) 

Surface 

IOO Krn (E layer) . . . . . . . . 07 06,8  08 10,2 og a3,6 0912 

200 Km. (FI layer) . 07 05.1 08 08.5 09 2 2 0  0910 

An intensive programme oi ionospheric observatiolu was arranged here with n view to study the clTect9 of tllc eclil~sc 
on the ionosphere Oblique mcidence field-strengtlr. records were also made at I.Imgurakgod3, Ceylon, to supl~l~~rneni. the 
vertical inciclence data obta~ned at Kodaikanal. The bekdviow of the lower ionosplleric layers cornplumg the FI, E and 
D layers during the eclipse as shown by these data is discussed in this paper I 

Equzpment used.-The Automatic Ionosphere Recorder, type C-3, designed by the National Bureau of Standards, 
Washington, which 1s in use at the Kodaikanal Obuervato~y, covers the frequency range from I *o  to 25 *o Mc/s in 30 
seconds The pulse length chosen 1s 50p sec. and the pulse repetition frequency is about 30 Teiminated semm-rhomhlc 
antennae are used for both transmission and reception and the peak power of the transmitter is about I o lrilowatts, 

Programme of obseruahotrr.-During the entire month of June 1955 ionospheric records were obtained once every 5 mi- 
nutes from 0700 to 1000 hrs 1.S.T , so as to providc reliable normals for the morning hours. During a pereriod coverlng one 
week on either stde of the ecllpse day, z e., from I gth to 27th June, the Ionosphere Recorder was run continuously for all 
the 24 hrs. On the eclipse day recorcls were obtained once every minuie from 0630 hrs. I.S.T. to 1000 hrs. I.S.T. After an 



exadnation of all the records it was found that for studying the ecl~pse effects, a control per~od of 10 days (five days ofi 
either side of the ccllpse clay) ~rould be  he most suitable and accor&ngly this perlod was chosen for the present investi- 
gation. Throughout t h ~ s  period the performance of the recorder was qu te  satisfactory and there was ng loss of records. 

E LATER 

The detailed features of the normal E layer at Kodaikanal are not very clearly discernible due to the presence of the 
clay-time sporahc E-lay= a~ pointed out by one of the present wnters [Rangarajan ( I C J ~ ~ ) ] .  However, except on occasions 
when intense sporadic E 1s present the crit~cal frequency of the normal E-layer can be read with a fair degree of accuracy 
The rq~rnal  diurnal vanation of foE at Kodatkanal has been found to be symmetrical about noon and to follow a 
(Cos+)n law, where (4) is the sun's zenith angle and tlie exponentml n has a value ranging between 0-28 and o .so. On  the 
eclipse day n was found to have a value of About 0.28 In fig I the varlaQon of quarter hourly med~an foE values for the 
10-day control perlod is sbown by the cont~nuous kne, On the same figure, foE values on the eclipse day are shown in 
small clrcles connected by a broken line During the edlpse period the day-time sporadic E-layer was either absent or observ- 
able only as a very thln layer and hence the foE values could be read with considerable accuracy 

Fig. (I).-Variation of critical frequency of the E hyer during the eclipse.- 
median of control period values. o-0-0-0-0 values observed on eclipse day. 

With the commencement of the eclipse zn the E-layer at 0707 hrs. 1.S T. a spontaneous change in the behaviour of foE 
could be seen. The normal upward Lise of foE was arrested and it remalned more or less constant at'2 -4  Mcsls. until 
0716 hrs. I.S.T. Thereafter foE dropped steadily until a t  0809 hrs it  attained the lowest value of I 982 Mcsls Ths time 
is only one mlnute earlier than the bme correspond~ng to the maxlmum phase of the eclipse in the Slayer. From 0809 
hrs onwards foE rose rapidly t ~ l l  about 0830 hrs. and continued to rise w t h  less rapldity until 0920 hrs. ; thereafter the varia- 
tion of foE was In accordance unth the normal pattern. I t  wlll be seen from the figure that the foE values, after the eclipse, 
were hgher than the correspond~ng meiban values of the control period 

It wl11 now be inves~gated how far the foE va~iations during the course of the ecllpse are in accord with the calculated 
values on the assumpbon of a umformly radiating solar disc. For the E-layer of the ionosphere the relation between the 
rate of electron productxon due to the sun's ultraviolet radiation, and decay due to recombinahon processes can be expressed 
by the simple relationsh~ p, 

where 
N= Electron densiq, 
+=Solar zelvth angle, 
q, = Rate of electron production when += 0, 
a' =The effective recbmbmation, coeficient. 



d~ At 1looi-1 t~ine ---- 0 and hence we obta~n dt 

. 
o! 

(2) 
L$L = ~ a  Sec + 

where N is deteimined from the relation 

N = ~ * a q . x r o ~ ~ f o E ~  . 
The value of % thus detenpined will be independent of the assumptions of the possible value of a' and 

is a measure of the ultraviolet radiation from the sun that is responsible for the ionisstion of the normal E-layer. On the 

eclipse day the noon value of fo E was 3 8 Mcsls. and from thaL is calculated to be 329 -4 x loa c n ~  - a 
a' 

~ h e n d z i s  not zero as la he case at other hours of thc day 
dt 

During a solar eclipse the moon obscures the sun's disc progreusivel y and cuts out a measurable fraction of the total 
radiahon Assuming the solar disc to e m t  radiation umforrnly, if A is the fraction of the disc unobscured we have the relation 

Sec 4 . 
a' 

If l o i  is assumed to be constant during the cclipse as was clone by Minnia: ( I  955) changes in J will be proportional 
u 

only to the changes in intensity of the ultlavlolet radiation wlilch were cau~ed by the cclipse and will nqt be influenced by 
the normal diurnal variation. Thus if the solar ~ J S C  1s radiating uniformly, thc changes in J during the eclipse should he pro- 
portional to A only, and could bc calculated theoretically from astronomical cc~midcrations. From the experimentally 

dN 
deduced values of Na and -- it is also possible to cletcrminc J from equation (5) m d  this can be compared with the 

d t 
theoretical values. 



In f iy re  2 the expermenta\ y dettl mmned vulues 01 J during I he eclipse period are shown in small circles connectecl 
by clotted lme. A value of I o x I o - ~  for arl was assumed, as t h s  has been found to be the most probable value for the E-layer 
by earlier inveshgators In the same figu~e, the c~lculated vanation of J during the eclipse, IS also shown by the cont inuo~~s  
curve, assllmtng J to be equal to 300 X I O + ~  X cm4 for the fully radiating solar dlsc The considerable devlation of the ex- 
permental curve from the calculated one seems to lnlcate the fact that the solar disc is not u~uforrnly radiating. Tht: 
following rrmn features can be deduced from the figure 

( I )  At the beginning of the eclipse, between about 0720 and 0730 hrs. 1.S T., the fall in J is much more rapld than 
what is indicated by the calculated curve 

(2) At the maximum phase of the ecllpse the calculated and observed values of J are nearly thc same. 

(3) Between 0820 hrs. and 0826 hrs., I.S.T., the rise in the observed values of J is much more rapld than what is 
indicated by the calculated curve 

The discrepancies ( I )  and (3) above can be accounted for if we assume the sun's radiation responsible for the ionisa- 
tion of the E-layer to consist of two components One distributed unliormly over the disc and the other due to a discrctc 
source of intense radiation located on the SW quadrant of the sun's disc, which when obscured or uncovered by the moor1 
produced a marked effect on the E layer iomsation I t  vvlll now be seen how far the actually observed state of solar aclivity 
on the eclipse day fits in wth the above deduction. 

Q SUNSPOTS 

C A L C I U M  FLOCCULI 

4 K PROMINENCES 

S 
Pig. (Q),-The state of Sun's acdvity on the mmning of ~0th June 1955 as observed at Kodaika.na1. 

Figure 3 shows a sketch of the sun showing the regions of acbvity as observed at Kodaikanal on the mornlng of the 
eclipse day. The spot group m the SW quadrant was very active as evidenced from the bright areas of calcium flocculi sur- 
rounding it. Its activlty is funher evlclenced from the fact that on the eclipse day a sudden ionospheric disturbance (a par- 
tial rado fade-out) was observed at Kodaikanal between 1230 and 1400 hrs., I S T The time of obscurntion of the a r e a  
of the sunspot group by the moon's &sc as calculated from astronormcal considerations 1s 07 15-0726 hrs., I S.T , and the t u n e  
of uncovering of the name area is 0821-0831 hrs., I S.T These t ~ e s  are in reasonable agreement wlth the times when tho 
observed J values fell and rose rapidly as mentioned earlier and thus the discrete source of intense radiation cm be ldentifiecl 
wth the vicinity of the sunspot group. That mnvldual sunspot groups can influence the conhtlons in the lonosphere has 
been concluded earlier by Allen (1948) from purely stat~stical studies on the variation of the lonospherlc critical frquen- 
cies mth sunspot acbvlty. The present finchng based on eclipse measurements lends support to h s  conclusion. 

Berudes the actwe sunspot group in the SW quadrant, there rmght have been other sources of less intense r a d l a ~ i o ~  
over the sun's dsc. However, with the accuracy mth  which foE measurement could be made, it 1s not possible to Identify 
these, unambiguously. 



In this connection, it may be mentioned that during the solar eclipse of 25th February 1952, also Mlnnis ( I L J ~ ~ ) ,  
Plggot (1g51), and Perers (1952) had found evidence that the ultraviolet r ad~a t~on  responsible for the ionisation of the E- 
layel is not eniitted undimm,ly from ail p a ~ t s  of the sun's cllsc On that eclipse day however, the sun's disc was free from 
sunspots but, the d~screte sources of tntcnse radlaiion were identifiecl wltlz regions of iniense coronal emission. 

FI LAYER 

At Kodaikanal the bifurcabon of the F-layer Into F I and FP layers starts within an hour after ground sunrise, but 
the cusp of the FI layer becomes well marked with a measurable critical frequency only still later. Normally rellable 
values of f o F ~  are available only from about 09 to 16 hrs. I S T. During the control period, the values of f o F ~  could be read 
from 08 to 16 hrs. I.S.T. by measuring in,some cases the frequency at which a well-marked retardation effect 1s seen Let- 
ween the FI  and F2 layers. 

Fig. (a).-Variation of cridcd frequency of tho FI lay& during the eclipse. - median of aontrol days. 0-0-0-0 valuee on eclipse day. 

In figure 4 the variation ofthe quarter-hourly mcclii~n foF I values far the control pcrmd i q  shown by the continuous cur- 
ve. On the same figure the value4 of foF1 obse~vecl on the eclipsc clay are plotted as small circles connected by broken line. 
On the eclipse day the F I  layer formed as a distinct layer much earlier than on other clays and hence f o F ~  could be read 
accurately from 0740 hrs., I.S.T. onwards, The lowest value of foF I ,  az ,2 5 Mcsls. was reached at 0808 hrs , I.S.'r --coinci- 
dent with the time of m u m u m  phase of the eclipse a t  the PI level (200 ltm.) ; theredter foFr rose rapidly until 082 I hrs. 
I.S.T. and for the next g minutes the rise of f o P ~  was extremely rapid. During this 9 m~nute interval, foF I rose at the rate 
of o I Mc/s. per mnute. From a830 to the end of eclipse a steslcly increase of fo F r was maintained. Quantitative analysis 
of the intensity of solar radiahon responsible for the production of the PI layer can be made with much less reliability than 
In the case of the E-layer owing to several uncertain factors and hence this has not been attempted at present. Howevcr, it 
is interesting to find that as in the case of the E layer, the maxlrnum rate of rise of f o F ~  took place during the interval 
when the active sunspot group in the SW quadrant of the sun's dlsc was uncovered by the moon's clisc. Thus it 1s posstble 
that intense rahation from the spot region might have contributed to the lonisntlon of the FI layer also. 

From the minimuni observed value of foF r during the ecliprc, viz., 2 5 Mcsls. it is found that the ion-density 
[a foFr8] of the FI layer droppdd by 61 9% at the time of the mGmimum phase of the ecllpse, when compared with the cor- 
responding value of the control pcrlod. In  the case of the E-layor the decrease in the ion-densslty at the time of the mam- 
mum phpse of the eclipse 1s found to be 61 I %. Thts close agreement, seems to suggest that thc yolar sources resporrsiblo 
for the ionisation of the E an3 F I layers might be the same. 



D LAYER 

(a) The changes ih the ionisatlon of the D-repon of the ionosphere during the eclipse were studied only in an indirect 
manner from observations of the lowest frequency up to which reflections are observable from the E-layer (f m n  E). The 
f min E readings will be dependent to some extent on the power of the transmitter and the R F. gain setting of the receiver 
However, for comparative studies, the effects due to these instrumental factors can be neglected. The normal diurnal varia- 
t ~ o n  off  min E is known to follow a s~rnple pattern wth a maximum around noon and with decreasihg values on either 
ade. However, on occasions when sunspots with their bright active areas exist on the sun's disc signrficant and sporadic 
increases off rmn E are known to occur. 

Fig. (g).-Varimtiou of F min E during the eclipse. 
-median of control pedod values. 0s-0-0- observed values on eclipse day. 

In figure 5 the variation of the quarter-hourly median values off min E for the 10-day control period u shown by the 
continuous c-e. The values of f min E on the ecl~pse day are shown in the same figure by small cwcles connected by dotted 
lines, I t  will be seen that f mm E values were generally much higher on the eclipse day than the control-period and 
this appears to be due to increased activity of the sunspot group. With the commencement of the eclipse f min E values 
decreased progressively, however, the fall was not steacly and uniform The lowest f min E value of I 45 Mcs/s. was reached 
ar 074.7 hrs I. S. T. and another minimum of I 5 Mcsls. at 0807 hrs. I.S.T. which is near about the time of maximum 

phase of eclipse in the D-layer* 

As soon as the active sunspot group was uncovered by the moon's disc between 0820 and 0830 hrs. 1.S.T. an abrupt 
rise of f mln E occurred and even when half the sun's disc was still covered the f rnin E values were ap reclably higher 
than the respectme med~an values of the control period. 'I'ha seems to indicate that at about the time o i! the eclipse some 
source near the vicinity oithe sunspot group wu emitting abnormal radiation to cause an enhanced iomsation of D-layer, 
The f min E values were thereafter much higher than usual and between 1245 and 14oq hrs. I.S.T. there was a sudden 
ionospheric disturbance (partial radio fade-out). 

hsuming a value of about 2 - 3  Mcsls. for f min E between 0800 and 0810 hrs. 1.S.T on the eclipse day if fhue were 
no eclipse, it is seen that the decrease m the value off min E at the time of maximum phase of eclipse was about 0 8 Mcln. 
or about 35%. This is only a crude estimate of the decrease in the ionisahon of the D-layer produced by the eclipse. 

(b) At Hingurakgoda, Ceylon, ionospheric field-~ntensity measurements were made on the eclipse and surrounding 
days.  he equipment consisted of a Hammarlund Com~nunication Receiver Model SP-Goo-J b e  A.V.C. voltage from which 
was fed on to a D.C. amplifier and thence to a recording milliammeter. The receiver was tuned to broadcast signals 
at a frequency of 770 Kcsls. radiated from the Trichinopoly Station of All India Radio. These transmissions during the 
morning houri Were specially arranged by the A.1.R for the study of the sikengh of the received s~gnals d m n g  the c&pse, 



An analysis of the field strength records made at Hingurakgoda indicates that on the ecllpse day the signal strength 
at 770 Kcsls. increased appreciably between about 0750 and 0830 hrs I.S.T. when compared wtth the corresponding 
values on the preceding and succeeding days. This increase in signal strength was apparently due to reduced absorption 
of the signal within the D-layer during the course of its transrnlsslon from Tr~chinopoly to the receivmg end at Hingurak- 
goda vm the E or sporadic E layer, the decreased D-layer absorption resulting from the low lon-density during the ec- 
lipse. The results of observations of D-layer by field strength measurement technique are consistent wth those deduced 
indirectly from the vertical inudence observabons of D layer at Kodaikanal. 

Thus it 1s seen that the eclipse caused an appreciable decrease in the ion-density of all. the three layers D, E and FI 
indicating that the main source ofionisation in these layers is the ultraviolet radiation from the sun. It is also seen that the 
tadlation IS not distributed uniformly over the sun's disc A discrete source of intense radiation which affects the ionisation 
of the FI, E and D layers could be identified with the viciruty of an active sunspot group located on the southwest quadrant 
of the sun. 

Our thanks are due to Dr A. K. Das, Dy. D~ector-General of Observatories, Kodaikanal Observatory, for his ktnd 
interest and helpful suggestions in the preparation of this paper. We are also gratefd to Mr. H. W. Richards, H. M. Nautical 
Almanac Office, London, for kindly supplying the circumstances of the ionospheric ecllpse at Koda~kand. 
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J'. V. NARAYANA. 
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SECTION I11 

A STUDY OF THE GEOMAGNETIC VARIATIONS DURING THE TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE OF 

P. V SANKER NARAYAN, 

ABSTRACT 

Geornagnenc variations observed at Hingurakgoda, Ceylon, during the total Solar Eclipse of 1955 June 20  have been 
ailalysed for detection of possible effects in the horizontal and vertical components of the earth's magnetic fielcl attributable 
to the eclipse. It has been found that in the horizontal component a decrease was rebstered during the eclipse, the depar- 
ture commencing w ~ t h  the onset of the ecllpse Tile maxlmum departure was found to be 18 gammas and ~ t s  occurrence 
was simultaneous with the total phase of the eclipse This departure expressed as a frachon of the deviation between the 
normal value at ecllpsc tune and the value obtainable a few hours before dawn works out to o * 29 which is very close to 
the value of o 28 theoretically predicted by Prof S. Chapman. 

In the case of the vertical cornpoilent of the earth's field the eclipse-effect 1s not quite clear in the sense that Vertl- 
cal Force registered a decrease until about the total phase and then increased f i r  above thc normally anticipated value, 
This increase continued till about the end of the eclipse after which it took up the usual diurnal course. 

The geomagnetic observations here presented were made as part of the general eclipse programme of the Astrophy- 
slcal Observatory, Kodaikanal. The observation a te  was at  Hingurakgoda in Ceylon (latitude: 08' 03'N, long~tude: 80' 
5 g 1 E ) ,  a little over 5 miles to the north of the central line of totality. The location of the site and the eclipse track arc 
shown in F igu~ e I . 

Fip ( ~ ) e - b h p  rnhowhg the obmervatim alto (marked by a &ole inside a aquare) a d  e a l i p ~ ~  t r a d  for (he tot.! qo1.r 
pcupse of June 20th ~$55, 



~~rcumstances 9f' the eclipse for Hingurakgoda were as follows :- 

Bcpnning of the eclipsr 

Second cont n r L 

End of the ct111w( . . , a 09 32 ,, 

All times referled to in the discussion are Indian Stanclard Time (also the Stanclard Time for Ceylon) which is 5 hrs, 
30 mts. ahead of Greenwich Meridian Time. 

The instrumental equipment for geomagnetic observations consisted of the following :- 

I .  Horizontal Force Variometer of the Eschenhagen type with a chart-speecl of I 5 mm, per hour. 

2. Vertical Force Variometer of the Eschenhagen type with a chal t-speed of I gmm. per hour. 

3. 'Askania' Magnetic Field Balance for Horizontal Force employing a differential photocell and microammeter 
with chopper-type recorder and of chart-speed 20 mm. per hour 

4. Quartz Horizontal Magnetometer (Q.H,M.) Nos I 65, I 66, I 67. 

5. Magnetometric Zero Balance (B.M.Z.) No 58. 

The t o Eschenhagen variometers were mounted in a tent and the 'Askania' Field Balance in a separate tent. The 
Q.H.M. and 2 . ~  Z. instruments were housed in n third tent not far away from the variometrrs. Care was taken to ensure 
that there was no interaction between the magnet-systems of the various instrumenta. The recording instruments were 
adjusted to give the following sensitivities :- 

Eechenhagen H, F. lnstrwnent , . , . , . . . . g.05yper mm, 

E8chdagen V F. instrumen1 . ) * b e  . I . I I I f . ~ y p e r m m ,  

'Askania' H, F. Balance . . .  . . I 2 9y per hull. 

H. F. and V.F. magnetograms were available from the I rth to the ~ 3 r d  June except for the loss of H.F. record on the 
I 8th. 

Obsmatiom for Variomcttw Calibrathn. 

Q.H.M. and B.M.Z. observations were taken once a day horn i I th to 16th and 2 1st to 2 3 4  and twice a day from 
16th to I gth, one between 07 and 08 hours and the other between I 5 and I 6 hrs. On the eclipse day observations of H.F. 
and V.F. were made at 0630 (about 40 mts. before the first contact), at 1030 (about one hour aRer the last contact) an3 
at 1530. These observations provided sufficient data for fixing the base-line vnlua of H.F. and V.F. magnetograms every 
day independently. The scale co-efficient9 of the instruments were determined soon after they were set up and Iatcr checked 
on the 18th (2 days before the eclipse) and the ~ 3 r d  (3 days after the eclipse) They were found to be quite consistent 
throughout the period. 

Sslection of Control Days. 

The following were the mametic characters of the days under study :- 

Junr r I : International Character Figure o 3. 



H. and V. records were smooth and almost frec of any pulsations till I loo hrs. after whch they were aiighdy distur- 
bed. 

June I 2 . International Character Figure o a 6  

Shghtly disturbed throughout the day. Diurnal drop of H much larger than usual. 

Juna I 3 : International c h a r a c t e i ~ ~ ~ u r e  o -5. 

Records fairly smooth without any appreciable amount of pulsations. Diurnal drop still rather high. 

June rq. : International character Figure o *8. 

A dutwbed day. Records full of pulsations of large amplitude and duration till evening. A pronounced 'bay' dis- 
turbance between 2030 and 2200 hrs. Dlurnal drop still rather large. 

June 15 : International Character Figure I *o. 

A moderate diaurbance in progress. Records very disturbed with pulses of short duration and fdrly large amplitude. 
Diurnal drop still quite large. 

June I 6 : International Character Figure o *g. 

Disturbed conditions continue. Records full ofshort-duration pulses. Diurnal drop tends to become normal. 

June r 7 : International Character Figure 0-7. 

Conditions returning to normal. Short-duratiop puL9es distributed throughout day time and particularly prominent 
from 0900 to I 200 hrs. Diurnal drop practically nohal .  

June I 8 : International Character Figure o 4. 

Conditions almost calm. 

June 19 : International Character Figure o *5 .  

Very slightly clisturbed conditions. Between ogoo and 1030 hrs. there is a large lsolattd peak itl the H.F. record. 

3uns ao : (Eckipse day). International Character Figure o 3. 

Calm conditions from dawn to 1030 hrs. Afterwards very slightly disturbed. M e r  0930 hrs. the w a g e  level 0fH.F. 
was far higher than on other comparatively quiet days. Diurnal drop normal. 

June 2 I : International Character Figure o I. 

Almost calm. Diurnal drop normal. 

June 22 . International Character Figure o *  5. 

Fairly calm till I 610 hrs. At 1610 hrs. there is a 'sudden commencement' with an increase in H.F. by about 41y in 
an interval of 2 minutes. The H.F. records of Kodaibanal Observatory (Latitude : 10" 14' N, Longptude : 77" Q ~ ' E )  also 
registered the S.C. at the same instant and of nearly the same amphtude. 

June 23 : International Character Figure 0.9 .  

Disturbed conditions after the S.C. continue. 

From the character of the magnetograms and from a scrutiny of the International Oharacter Figurm I I th, 13th 
and 2 1st were selected as control days for studying H.F. and 2 I th, I 8th and 21st as control days for the study of V.F. 

The mean values of H.F. and V,F. for I 0-minute intervals were obtained from the magnetograms for the houn 
0400 to 1400 hrs. for each day from I I th to 23rd. These are presented in Tables I and I1 respectiwAy. 



Values of Horizontal Forcb for ~o-minut~ intervals. 

40,oooy plus tabular quantities. 

Date 
- .  r r  12 13 14 15 16 13  10 19 20 21 2 B 23 

Tune lnterval 
(Indian Standard Tune) 



Values of Horizontal Force for IO-minute intervals 

40,oooy plus tabular quantities. 

.June '9559 
I " .  -- - -  - - _  _" _ 

Date 
I I 1 2  1 3  1 4  15 16 17 18 t g  nn at  12 29 

Tme ~nterval 
(Indian Standard Time) 
- -- "-1 U --- --up,- -,-, 

Values of Vertical Forcc for I o-minute intervals. 

June 1955. I ,8007 plus tabular quantities. 
- - .  -r-lY - 4 yL -... .l - --I-+-- - -- 

Date 



Values of Vertical Force for I o-minutc intervals 
1,800~ plus tabular quantities. 

June 1955. . --C-----rrrp.c*--rc.r-- , , - 
Date - I I iZ 13 14 rg 16 17 10 19 10 2 I 22 23 

Time interval 
(End~on Standard Tim:) 



TABU II--eontd. 

Yalucs pf Vertical Force for 10-mmuut~ l ~ e ~ v a l s  

1,800~ plus tabular quantitm. 

Datc - I I 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 a I 2 1 
Time Interval 

2 3 

(Indian Staiidard Tune) 

Fig. (9)a-Variatiop of horizontal force. 
X-adu-Hours in Indian Standard time. Y 4 - A h l u t e  value ~f 40rizona force 



With a view to idenbfy qualitatively the eclipse-effect discussed by Chapman l'e' 3. values of H F. at 10-minute 
intervals for the 20th June were plotted agalnst time for the period 0600-1200 hrs. as also the mean of the corresponding 
values for the three control days I I th, I 3th and 2 1st. Thls is glven in Flgure 2. Times of beg~nning and end of the ecllpse 
are marked by arrows in the figure as also the period of totallty by a block. The following qualitative observations can strai- 
ght away be made from the diagram =- 

I. Considering only the eclipse-day curve it is seen to change its normal course almost s~multaneously with the corn- 
mencement of the local ecllpse 

2. The depart%re appears to be a maximum at about die same tlme as the totalphue of the eclipse. 
3. The recovery to normal towards the end of the eclipse does not appear to be quite well defined. 
Another sigdicant feature observed, which ma not be connkcted with any eclipse-effect is the h~gher value of 

H.F. on 20th (as compared with that of the control daysr from about ogoo to the end of'rhc day. This could probably be 
attributed to the increased conductivity of the ionosphere during the period caused by an enhallcement of ultra-violet 
radiation from the sun as suggested by Allen=. It may be mcntioned here that the ionlc densities of the E, Fx, F2 layers over 
Kodaikanal were also higher after 1000 hrs. on the 70th June than on the control days. 

 fig.(^).-Departure Dlagxam For H.F. Each Vertiaal block represents the synoptic sltaa- 
don of ELF. vadadon during the pardaular ro-rmtnuto hterval indicated at tho top. 
EaUpse day values of ELF. are marked by circles and the mean of control days 
by cross. All t imes are iu Indilsn Standard Time. 
Vertical axis - Absolute values of H.F. kr gammas. 

To get a quantitative idea of the effect the 10-miriute values of H.P. for the 20th and the corresponding values f ir  the 
three control days I tth, 13th and 2 1st are lotted for each individual 10-minute interval from 0700-0910 hrs. (Fig. 3). Here P each block gives the synoptic situat~on okvanation durlng the particular lo-minute interval. In each block the eclipse- f 0 1 
day value is marked by a circle and those of the three control days by three successive points from left to right. The mean 
of the three control values is ind~cated by a cross. 

The following features will be noted fiom the diagram :- 
I .  O n  the eclipse day the value of H.F. centred at 0710 hrs. coincides wlth the mean of the control values. 
2. By 0720 hn. it has decreased to 4y below the mean value. The value at 0810 hrs, giva the maximum departure 

from the average, namely 18y. The departure gradually decreases and becomes positive at 0850 hrs. with a 
value of -+- I *5y. 

3. After this the eclipscday values of H.F. rrsc rapidly above the average of control days. 
These departures are given in Table I11 M o w  :- 

TABLE I11 
-- -- 

Time (Indian Standard Timc) Departure of H J?, from mcan of control days 



According to Chapman's1 theory during the ecllpsc H.F. can be expected to deviate towards the value obtainable 
a few hours before the dawn by about one-third the way. This fractional departure computed theoretically by Prof. Chapman 
comes to 0'22 to 0.28, depenbg  upon the height at which the S-current flow is assumed. The night-time value chosen in this 
investigation was the one centred at 0100 hrs. and is equal to 40,2 15y. The departure of the mean control value at  0810 hm. 
(whch 1s close to the maxlmum phase of the eclipse) from the night-time value works to 62y. Uslng this value the fractional 
departure during the maximum phase of the eclipse 1s found to be o 29, very close to the theoretically predicted value of o 28. 
Chapmana had, in his original discussion on this subject, expressed the vlew that a fractional departure of H.F. by an amount 
of 0.28 could be expected on the assumption that the Solar Daily Magnetlc Variation (S) has its or in in the E-layer. He 
has also indlcateda, from echpse observations available at the time, that in all probability the seat o f (S) may be in the F- 
region which would of course glve only very small deviations in H. F. attributable to the ecllpse. From the fractional 
deviation of 0.29 obta~ned m the present analysis it would seem likely that the reglon responsible for the Solar Daily 
Var ia~on  (S) may be the E-layer. 

According to Chapman8 the magnitude of eclipse-effect wdl be greater as one goes deeper into the eclipse track. Also 
the eclipse reduction can be expected to be greatest at the centre of the ecli sed area of the Ionized laye?. Our observing site 
was practically on the central line of totality-just over 5 miles to the nort R (fee Fig. I).  Considenng the angular &sposition 
of the shadow cone as it touches the ground our location appears to have a greater chance of bemg more or less vertically 
below the centre of the shadow area cast in the E-layer than, say, a point much farther to the north or south of the central 
llne but still w h n  the belt of totality. Also the theoretical value of o* 28 for fractional deviation obtamed by Chapman8 
was based on the assumption that the observing location is not too near the S-current foci. From an exarmnation of Bartels' 
diagram f ~ r  June our observational srte a seen to be quite remote from the two-S-current focl. These facts would probably 
explain the rather hgh value of fractional departure (o ng)  obtalned in the present invesbgation. 

Phase of D z u d  Variution. 

T. Nagata, Yokoyama and Fukmhimad have observed for the eclipse of 1950 September I 2, that the diurnal variation 
on the eclipse day wan leading on the mean &urnal curve of the control days by about 30 minutes. The present investigation 
does not seem to reveal any phase d~fference. 

Fig. (4)--Vahdon of vertical Force. 
X d  rnaiarr Standard T h e  kr. hourra. 
Y-axis Absolute value of Verdcal Force in gammas. 

AS in the case of W.F. the ro-minute mean values of V.F. for June 20 were plotted for the period 0600 to 1200 hrs, 
together with the corresponding mean values of the control days (Fig. 4). 

The following quantitative observations can be made from the diagram :- 
- 

I. The eclipse day values are in general lower than the control day mean values even from 0600 hrs.-well in ad- 
vance of the optical eclipse. 

n. At about the commencement of the eclipse the value of V.F. begins to depart from the mean curve. 
3. At about the total phase V.F. actually reverses its trend and begins to increase and continues to remain higher. 
4. This increase 0fV.F. cont~nues till about 0930 hrs, after which the value begins to fall and takes up the normal 

diurnal trknd, though the average level of the force is still higher than the mean of the control days. 



Departures of the eclipse-day curve from the mean curve of control days for every 10-minute interval from 0700 to 
4900 hrs. are given in Table IV. Even at the commencment of the eclipse the eclipse-day curve ~ndicated a value of V.F. 
about 6y below the mean control day value. Values centred at 0730 hrs. give the highest departure of 1 2 ~ .  At 0810 hrs. 
which is just over a minute before totality the departure 1s 3y, and by 0820 hrs. the ecllpse-day curve goes above the mean 
curve by about I *gy. Thereafter the trend is a rapid increase in the positive direction. 

The mechanism behlnd this behaviour is not quite clear. The V F. curves obtained by Hirano and Obayashi6 for 
the echpse of 1950 September 12 show the eclipse curve continuously above the control day curve with the largest depar- 
tures durlng approximately the eclipse period. 

Chapman's theorys would require that in the centr? of the eclipsed area in the ionized layer where the deviation of 
H.F. is largest the vertical component will be practically normal. 

TABLE IIV 

Tune (Indian Standard Time) Dcpal ture of V. F. from mean of control days. 

In the present case the pattern of V.F. variation is quite different from the normal as can be seen from Fig. 4. The 
force appears to undergo a slne wave oscillation, the period from first contact to totality c0rrei-i d i n g  roughly to the trough 
of the wave and the period from totality to last contact corresponding rough1 to the crest. E e r  b the eclipse-day curve Li takes up the usual diurnal pattern, though of course still occupying a fairly gher average ?eve1 with respect to the mean 
curve. The pattern of variation described above need not necessarily constitute a contra*cbon of Chapman's theory; the 
sobsewed variation in V.F. may well be totally unconnected with the eclipse. At the same bme i t  may be observed in passing 
,that H.F. does not exhibit this behaviour to any noticeable extent. 

Another significant iiature noted is that the diurnal variation of V.F. on the edi se day conriderably less than 
normd. I t  is felt that except for the above qualitative general picture af the behaviour 0fv.g. during the eclipse, no quanti- 
tative analysis can be made wth any reasonable degree of certainty. 



In conclusion, the author wishes to express his gratitude to Dr. A. K. Das, Deputy Director-General of Observatories,. 
leader of the expedihon for all the facilities given during the expedition and gudance on various technical matters connect- 
ed with the observataons and to Mr. B. N. Bhargava, Meteorologist-m-Charge, Magnebc and Ionospheric Section, Kodai- 
kanal Observatory, for gudlng him through this work. 
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